SnC’s A-Z Fundraising Ideas
Art Attack
Run an arty competition for pupils to create artwork based around Charity Week’s theme.

Assault Course
Change an entrance fee for people to go through the course.

Art Calendar Competition
Make calendars based on entries from art competitions and sell ready for 2019.

Arm Wrestling Competition
Have an entry fee to compete against other students.

Breakfast Club
Pay a certain amount to get breakfast which goes towards Charity Week.

BBQ
An outdoor food sale where various foods which have been cooked on a grill (i.e. halal burgers, sausages etc.) are sold alongside soft drinks.

Boxing Challenge
Have an entry fee for people to learn how to do boxing and do certain tasks within the challenge.

Biggest Fundraiser Challenge
The person who fundraises the most, in which the top fundraiser gets a special award.

Bake Off
A live event where contestants bake goods against each other.

Bike-a-thon
Your participants join teams and ride to a common goal. A cycle event is a classic as so many of your passionate supporters already have bikes! Parents can ride with their kids, teachers can ride with their classes.

Bleep Test
Multi-stage fitness test where people fun between bleeps.

Bake Sale
Standard event where cupcakes, donuts and other goods are sold at a stall.
Car Wash
Wash the teachers’ and parents’ cars for a fee by getting the sponges. Get the whole school involved!

Charity Awareness Activities
Activities that link to Charity Week’s theme to spread awareness of the cause.

Coffee Mornings
Choose a central location, bake some cakes and serve the coffee and tea with an entrance fee. Also, show a presentation about the Charity Week projects.

Cricket Tournament
A collection for the spectators as well as entrance per team to take part.

Checklist of good deeds
Students have to complete various tasks which are good deeds.

Dinner
Requires organising but an amazing way to unite the students, teachers and parents. Book the assembly hall and sell tickets. To accompany your dinner, hire a speaker and set an agenda. You can always raise additional funds through holding an auction.

Dodgeball
People can get into teams and hold rounds and finals against each other by having a tournament in a sports hall.
Easter Egg Hunt
Hide chocolate treats around the school and set hints and clues for pupils.

Experiments
This can be making slime, spaghetti and marshmallow challenges. Link it to the theme.

Eco day
Dress green and do good deeds for the day, like litter picking and recycling your rubbish.

Fashion Show for Sisters
Sisters plan a fashion show in a hall but the costumes made from recycled materials.

Football Tournament
Organising a football tournament is a really fun way to get people involved in raising money for charity. Charge teams to enter and arrange a collection to go round the supporters or set up stalls where participants and spectators can spend their money.

Fun Day
One day event where you can have various stalls selling food, bouncy castles, face painting. This will unite the community together.

Fifa Tournament
Popular event with the guys where you have group stages and qualifying rounds. A unique way to bring people together.

‘Food heaven and food hell’ challenge
Teachers are blindfolded and are asked to eat what was in front of them not knowing whether they were given something sweet or nasty.
**Head Shave**
Popular challenge which raises hundreds and thousands for Charity Week.

**Henna Painting**
Get a talented henna artist. Set up a stall and charge £5 to get henna on hands.

**Guess the number**
This could be everything from buttons in a jar to ping pong balls in a bucket - charge 20p, 50p or £1 to enter depending on the prize.

**Inflatables**
Put a bounce into your summer fete with a bouncy castle, inflatable fly wall, boxing ring or even a gladiator court.

**Game Show**
Host mock version of Who Wants To Be A Millionaire? or The Weakest Link. Otherwise adapt board games for big audiences and get prizes donated.

**Girls Pamper Day**
Where girls can get treated by getting their nails done and much more for a fee.

**International Day**
Stalls for different countries and bringing a dish from each country. A change to learn about different cultures and raise money.
Jump Rope Contest
Charge on entry or get sponsored per jump.

Jumble Sale
Ask pupils to bring in one toy, book or item each and hold a jumble sale.

Krispy Kremes
The amazing thing about these popular doughnuts is that you can buy a box of original glazed for £3.95 and sell them on for £7.95 or £1.20 per doughnut with Charity Week receiving all the profit – couldn’t be easier!

Litter Picking
People will be very willing to pay you if you’re cleaning up a local park, beach or playground. This is a way to help your local community while raising money, so everyone’s a winner.
**Munchie Box Madness**
Meal which can be sold alongside a drink during lunchtime which contains chips, kebabs, spring onions, pakoras and much more.

**Movie Night**
Book out the hall to watch a movie with entrance fee.

**Non Uniform Day**
Tried, tested, and loved by pupils everywhere! Ask pupils to pay a set donation (£1 or £2 each) to wear their own clothes to school.

**Open letters to parents**
Write a letter to parents talking about Charity Week and inviting for donations.

**Orienteering in teams**
Tasks are completed with a checklist at certain points. Can link it to the theme of Charity Week.

**Obstacle Course Run**
A series of challenging physical obstacles an individual or team must navigate usually while being timed and can be done with an entry fee.
**Pakora Party**
Stall during break or lunch time where you sell various pakora (i.e vegetable and chicken).

**Penny Boxes**
Give out pennyboxes to everyone in your class, whoever raises the most gets a prize.

**Pupils vs. Teachers**
Choose a central location, bake some cakes and serve the coffee and tea with an entrance fee. Also, show a presentation about the Charity Week projects.

**Pick n’ Mix**
Can be sold at stall in which bags of various sweets for certain amount.

**Penalty Shootout**
Pay to take shoots against the goalkeeper from the penalty spot.

**Quiet Time**
Hold a sponsored silence.

**Quiz**
Run a quiz and charge for entry per person or per team. Very popular and hence a good way to raise those Charity Week funds! Make sure you have a mixture of questions!
Recycling for a cause
Raise money and help the environment based on how many pieces of recycling that students contribute. Not only does this help raise money for a worthy cause, but it also teaches kids about the value of recycling and environmental preservation. Teachers can use this as a learning experience to show students how to properly recycle items as well as what items can have a longer lifespan.

Recycling Day
Compete to see who can recycle the most. Whoever does, gets a prize.

Regional Fundraising Buddy System
Members of the Charity Week team help the students with their fundraising to compete against other schools and colleges.

Refugee Letters
Write letters to refugees in various countries

Smarties tube fill up
Challenge where you have to fill the tube in a certain amount of time.

Skipathon
Sponsored per skip. More skips, more money donated to child.

Samosa Shindig
Stall during break or lunch time where you sell various samosas (i.e mince and vegetable).

Spring Roll Soiree
Stall during break or lunch time where you sell various spring rolls (i.e mince and vegetable).

Sports Day
Tie in your fundraiser with an existing sports day to make it as easy as possible.

Street Collections
Standard! The bread and butter of Charity Week. Don those T-shirts, grab those labelled buckets and hit the streets. Make sure you have a permit and permission to collect from the council.

Splash the Teacher
Where the participants get to sponge the teacher for a fee.
Teddy Bear Challenge
Charge a fee to guests the name of the teddy bear.

Treasure Hunt
Put together a treasure hunt, split pupils into pairs or teams and let the detective work begin! Ask a local business to donate a prize for the winning pair/team, and set a suggested donation amount for entering.

Tough Mudder Run
A series of challenging physical obstacles an individual or team must navigate usually while being timed and can be done with an entry fee.

Tea Party
Similar to coffee morning where you have various cakes, sandwiches alongside tea.

Teddy Bear Picnic
Here’s one for the young and the young at heart – a picnic that raises money through entry fees and specially made baskets of food, with the caveat that attendees get to bring a favorite stuffed animal. You could also make it a tea party of sorts with different baked goods for sale. Be sure to set up a little photo booth for extra adorable pictures!

Unwind
A day of relaxation and rest, perhaps combined with a retelling of the stories of the prophets in a peaceful storytime type environment. You could collaborate with a professional masseuse who agrees to work for a few hours for free so that the price of the service goes straight to charity.

Unplugged
Day where use as little electronic devices etc as possible.

Uniform day for Teachers
A new spin on non-uniform day.
Volleyball Tournament
Get teams to pay to enter for a volleyball team.

World Cultures Day
Get pupils to dress up for the day, give each class a different country to base their theme on.

X marks the spot
Treasure hunt

X Factor
Nasheed competition between each other.

X challenges in X hours (ten)

Year group vs. year group
Giving each year group one day of the week to run their own event as a competition by choosing a leader from each year.

Zoo Trip
Organise a Zoo trip where there is no ticket price to go on the trip, but there is a fundraising target for individuals. Great way to raise money and a pleasant day appreciating the creation of Allah.

Zero misunderstandings
Organise a day of dawah and communication with others that go to the school/college. Alongside the dawah you could sell cakes and pastries to raise money for Charity Week.